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POSITIVITY OF MIXED MULTIPLICITIES OF FILTRATIONS
STEVEN DALE CUTKOSKY, HEMA SRINIVASAN, AND JUGAL VERMA
Abstract. The theory of mixed multiplicities of filtrations bym-primary ideals in a ring
is introduced in [6]. In this paper, we consider the positivity of mixed multiplicities of
filtrations. We show that the mixed multiplicities of filtrations must be nonnegative real
numbers and give examples to show that they could be zero or even irrational. When R
is analytically irreducible, and I(1), . . . , I(r) are filtrations of R by mR-primary ideals,
we show that all of the mixed multiplicities eR(I(1)
[d1], . . . , I(r)[dr];R) are positive if
and only if the ordinary multiplicities eR(I(i);R) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r are positive. We extend
this to modules and prove a simple characterization of when the mixed multiplicities are
positive or zero on a finitely generated module.
1. Introduction
The study of mixed multiplicities of mR-primary ideals in a Noetherian local ring R
with maximal idealmR was initiated by Bhattacharya [1], Rees [18] and Teissier and Risler
[23]. In [6] the notion of mixed multiplicities is extended to arbitrary, not necessarily
Noetherian, filtrations of R by mR-primary ideals. It is shown in [6] that many basic
theorems for mixed multiplicities of mR-primary ideals hold true for filtrations.
The development of the subject of mixed multiplicities and its connection to Teissier’s
work on equisingularity [23] can be found in [9]. A survey of the theory of mixed mul-
tiplicities of ideals can be found in [22, Chapter 17], including discussion of the results
of the papers [19] of Rees and [21] of Swanson, and the theory of Minkowski inequalities
of Teissier [23], [24], Rees and Sharp [20] and Katz [11]. Later, Katz and Verma [12],
generalized mixed multiplicities to ideals which are not all mR-primary. Trung and Verma
[25] computed mixed multiplicities of monomial ideals from mixed volumes of suitable
polytopes. Mixed multiplicities are also used by Huh in the analysis of the coefficients of
the chromatic polynomial of graph theory in [10].
We will be concerned with multiplicities and mixed multiplicities of (not necessarily
Noetherian) filtrations, which are defined as follows.
Definition 1.1. A filtration I = {In}n∈N of a ring R is a descending chain
R = I0 ⊃ I1 ⊃ I2 ⊃ · · ·
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of ideals such that IiIj ⊂ Ii+j for all i, j ∈ N. A filtration I = {In} of a local ring R
by mR-primary ideals is a filtration I = {In}n∈N of R such that In is mR-primary for
n ≥ 1. A filtration I = {In}n∈N of a ring R is said to be Noetherian if
⊕
n≥0 In is a
finitely generated R-algebra.
The key result needed to define the multiplicity of a filtration of R by mR-primary
ideals is the following. Let ℓR(M) denote the length of an R-module M .
Theorem 1.2. ([4, Theorem 1.1] and [5, Theorem 4.2]) Suppose that R is a Noetherian
local ring of dimension d, and N(Rˆ) is the nilradical of the mR-adic completion Rˆ of R.
Then the limit
(1) lim
n→∞
ℓR(R/In)
nd
exists for any filtration I = {In} of R by mR-primary ideals, if and only if dimN(Rˆ) < d.
When the ring R is a domain and is essentially of finite type over an algebraically closed
field k with R/mR = k, Lazarsfeld and Mustat¸a˘ [14] showed that the limit exists for all
filtrations of R by mR-primary ideals. Cutkosky [5] proved it in the complete generality
as stated above in Theorem 1.2.
As can be seen from this theorem, one must impose the condition that the dimension
of the nilradical of the completion Rˆ of R is less than the dimension of R. The nilradical
N(R) of a d-dimensional ring R is
N(R) = {x ∈ R | xn = 0 for some positive integer n}.
We have that dimN(R) = d if and only if there exists a minimal prime P of R such that
dimR/P = d and RP is not reduced. In particular, the condition dimN(Rˆ) < d holds if
R is analytically unramified; that is, Rˆ is reduced.
The multiplicity of a non Noetherian filtration can be an irrational number. We will
now give a very simple example of a filtration by mR-primary ideals with an irrational
multiplicity. Let k be a field and R = k[[x]] be a power series ring over k. Let In = (x
⌈n√2⌉)
where ⌈α⌉ is the round up of a real number α (the smallest integer which is greater than
or equal to α). Then {In} is a graded family of mR-primary ideals such that
lim
n→∞
ℓR(R/In)
n
=
√
2
is an irrational number.
Mixed multiplicities of filtrations are defined in [6]. Let M be a finitely generated
R-module where R is a d-dimensional Noetherian local ring with dimN(Rˆ) < d. Let
I(1) = {I(1)n}, . . . ,I(r) = {I(r)n} be filtrations of R by mR-primary ideals. In [6,
Theorem 6.1] and [6, Theorem 6.6], it is shown that the function
(2) P (n1, . . . , nr) = lim
m→∞
ℓR(M/I(1)mn1 · · · I(r)mnrM)
md
2
is equal to a homogeneous polynomial G(n1, . . . , nr) of total degree d with real coefficients
for all n1, . . . , nr ∈ N.
We define the mixed multiplicities of M from the coefficients of G, generalizing the
definition of mixed multiplicities for mR-primary ideals. Specifically, we write
G(n1, . . . , nr) =
∑
d1+···+dr=d
1
d1! · · · dr!eR(I(1)
[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr ];M)nd11 · · ·ndrr .
We say that eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr];M) is the mixed multiplicity ofM of type (d1, . . . , dr)
with respect to the filtrations I(1), . . . ,I(r). Here we are using the notation
(3) eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr];M)
to be consistent with the classical notation for mixed multiplicities of M for mR-primary
ideals from [23]. The mixed multiplicity of M of type (d1, . . . , dr) with respect to mR-
primary ideals I1, . . . , Ir, denoted by eR(I
[d1]
1 , . . . , I
[dr ]
r ;M) ([23], [22, Definition 17.4.3]) is
equal to the mixed multiplicity eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr ];M), where the Noetherian I-adic
filtrations I(1), . . . ,I(r) are defined by I(1) = {Ii1}i∈N, . . . ,I(r) = {Iir}i∈N.
We write the multiplicity eR(I;M) = eR(I [d];M) if r = 1, and I = {Ii} is a filtration
of R by mR-primary ideals. We have that
eR(I;M) = lim
m→∞ d!
ℓR(M/ImM)
md
.
Valuation ideals give natural examples of filtrations. Suppose that R is a d-dimensional
excellent local domain. A valuation ν of the quotient field of R is called divisorial if
the valuation ring Vν of ν dominates a localization of R at a nonzero prime ideal P of R
(RP ⊂ Vν andmν∩RP = PP ) and Vν is essentially of finite type over R (Vν is a localization
of a finitely generated R-algebra). We have that ν is divisorial if and only if there exists
a normal projective R-scheme X with a birational projective morphism π : X → Spec(R)
and a codimension one closed subvariety E of X such that the local ring OX,E = Vν is the
valuation ring of ν. Define valuation ideals I(ν)n = {f ∈ R | ν(f) ≥ n} in R for n ∈ N.
Suppose that ν is a divisorial valuation which dominates R. Then ν determines a
filtration I(ν) of R by mR-primary ideals, by I(ν) = {I(ν)n}. In a two dimensional
normal local ring R, the condition that the filtration of valuation ideals in R is Noetherian
for all divisorial valuations dominating R is the condition (N) of Muhly and Sakuma [15].
It is proven in [2] that a complete normal local ring of dimension two satisfies condition
(N) if and only if it’s divisor class group is a torsion group. It follows from [7, Theorem 9]
that the multiplicity eR(I(ν);R) of the filtration of a divisorial valuation ν dominating a
two dimensional excellent and normal local ring R is always a rational number. However,
in dimension three it can happen that the multiplicity of the filtration of a valuation can be
irrational. In [7, Example 6], an example is given of a divisorial valuation ν dominating an
excellent local domain R of dimension three such that eR(I(ν);R) is an irrational number.
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Suppose that ν1, . . . , νr are divisorial valuations of the quotient field of R which domi-
nate R. Then for n1, . . . , nr ∈ N, the function
(4) G(n1, . . . , nr) = lim
n→∞
ℓR(R/I(ν1)nn1 · · · I(νr)nnr)
nd
of equation (2) is a homogeneous polynomial of total degree d, whose coefficients determine
the mixed multiplicities eR(I(ν1)[d1], . . . ,I(νr)[dr ];R) of (3).
It can be deduced from the rationality of the multiplicities eR(I(νi);R) in dimension
two that the mixed multiplicities of valuation ideals in a two dimensional excellent and
normal local ring are always rational numbers; that is, the coefficients of (4) are always
rational numbers if R has dimension two. However, the mixed multiplicities of valuation
ideals can be irrational if d ≥ 3, since the multiplicities eR(I(νi);R) can be irrational.
Using methods of Rees as in the proof of formula (8) of [3], we can deduce that the mixed
multiplicities eR(I(ν1)[d1], . . . ,I(νr)[dr ];R) are always positive if ν1, . . . , νr are divisorial
valuations which dominate an excellent analytically irreducible local domain.
In the classical case of mR-primary ideals, we also have that all mixed multiplici-
ties are positive. If R is a d-dimensional Noetherian local ring, I is an mR-primary
ideal in R and M is a finitely generated R-module of dimension d then the multiplicity
eR(I;M) > 0. Further, if J1, . . . , Jr are mR-primary ideals, then all mixed multiplicities
eR(J
[d1]
1 , . . . , J
[dr ]
r ;M) are positive if dimM = d ([23] or [22][Corollary 17.4.7]).
In contrast, if R is a d-dimensional Noetherian local ring such that dimN(Rˆ) < d and
I = {In} is a filtration of mR-primary ideals, then the limit
eR(I;R) = d! lim
n→∞
ℓR(R/In)
nd
can be zero if the filtration is non Noetherian. A simple example is the filtration I = {In}
where In = (x1) +m
n
R in R = C[[x1, . . . , xd]] (with d ≥ 2).
The mixed multiplicities of filtrations are always nonnegative, as we show in the follow-
ing proposition.
Proposition 1.3. Suppose that R is a Noetherian local ring of dimension d such that
dimN(Rˆ) < d. Suppose that I(1), . . . ,I(r) are filtrations of R by mR-primary ideals, and
M is a finitely generated R-module. Then for all d1, . . . , dr with d1 + · · · + dr = d, the
mixed multiplicities eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr];M) are nonnegative real numbers.
A natural question, at this point, is whether the mixed multiplicities are always strictly
positive if the multiplicities eR(I(j);R) are positive . This is in fact true if R is analytically
irreducible, as we show in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that R is a d-dimensional analytically irreducible Noetherian local
ring and I(1) = {I(1)n}, . . . ,I(r) = {I(r)n} are filtrations of R bymR-primary ideals such
that
eR(I(j);R) = d! lim
n→∞
ℓR(R/I(j)n)
nd
> 0
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for 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Then all of the mixed multiplicities
eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr ];R)
(for all d1, . . . , dr ∈ N such that d1 + · · · + dr = d) are positive.
However, there do exist excellent domains for which all eR(I(j);R) are positive but not
all of the mixed multiplicities are positive. We give an example, Example 3.1, which is
established in Section 3.
We have the following corollary to Theorem 1.4, giving general conditions for all mixed
multiplicities of filtrations of mR-primary ideals to be positive.
Corollary 1.5. Suppose that R is a Noetherian local ring of dimension d with dimN(Rˆ) <
d. Suppose I(j) = {I(j)i} for 1 ≤ j ≤ r are filtrations of R by mR-primary ideals and M
is a finite R-module of dimension d and I(1), . . . I(r)} are filtrations of R by mR-primary
ideals. Suppose that
eRˆ/P (I(j)Rˆ/P ; Rˆ/P ) > 0
for 1 ≤ j ≤ r and all minimal primes P of Rˆ such that dim Rˆ/P = d. Then all of the
mixed multiplicities
eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr];M)
for all d1, . . . , dr ∈ N such that d1 + · · ·+ dr = d are positive.
Proofs of the above results are given in Section 3.
We generalize this to all analytically irreducible local rings. We obtain the following
necessary and sufficient criterion for vanishing and positivity of mixed multiplicities of
filtrations.
Given filtrations I(1), . . . ,I(r) of R by mR-primary ideals, we can reindex them so that
there is an s with 0 ≤ s ≤ r such that eR(I(j);R) > 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ s and eR(I(j);R) = 0
for s < j ≤ r.
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that R is a d-dimensional analytically irreducible Noetherian local
ring, M is a finitely generated R-module of dimension d and I(1) = {I(1)n}, . . . ,I(r) =
{I(r)n} are filtrations of mR-primary ideals such that there is an s with 0 ≤ s ≤ r such
that eR(I(j);R) > 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ s and eR(I(j);R) = 0 for s < j ≤ r. Then the mixed
multiplicities
(5) eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr ];M) = 0 if ds+1 + ·+ dr > 0
and
(6) eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr ];M) = eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(s)[ds];M) > 0 if ds+1 + · · ·+ dr = 0
for all d1, . . . , dr ∈ N such that d1 + · · ·+ dr = d.
We have the following immediate corollary.
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Corollary 1.7. Suppose that R is an analytically irreducible Noetherian local ring of
dimension d, M is a finite R-module of dimension d and I(1) = {I(1)n}, . . . ,I(r) =
{I(r)n} are filtrations of R by mR-primary ideals such that eR(I(j);R) = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
Then the mixed multiplicities
eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr];M) = 0
for all d1, . . . , dr ∈ N such that d1 + · · ·+ dr = d.
In the case that r = 2, Corollary 1.7 follows directly from the third Minkowski inequality
for filtrations of [6, Theorem 6.3].
Theorem 1.6 is proved in Section 5 of this paper.
Throughout this paper, N will denote the non-negative integers and Z+ will denote the
positive integers. We will denote the set of nonnegative rational numbers by Q≥0, the
positive rational numbers by Q+, and the set of non-negative real numbers by R≥0.
For a local ring R, mR denotes the maximal ideal. The quotient field of a domain R
will be denoted by QF(R).
2. Mixed multiplicities on complete local domains
Suppose that R is a complete Noetherian local domain of dimension d, and I = {In} is
a filtration of R by mR-primary ideals.
For a ∈ Z+, let Ia = {Ia,i} be the a-th truncated filtration of I defined in [6, Definition
4.1].
Definition 2.1. Suppose that I = {Ii} is a filtration of a local ring R. For a ∈ Z+, the
a-th truncated filtration Ia = {Ia,i} of I is defined by Ia,n = In if n ≤ a and if n > a, then
Ia,n =
∑
Ia,iIa,j where the sum is over i, j > 0 such that i+ j = n.
For s ∈ Z+, let I[s] denote the filtration I[s] = {Isi}.
We first review a method for computing asymptotic multiplicities, developed in [3], [4],
[5] and [6]. The method is inspired by the work of [17], [14] and [13] on volumes of linear
series. There exists a regular local ring S of dimension d which is a localization of a
finitely generated R-algebra with the same quotient field QF(R) as R, which dominates R
(R ⊂ S and mS ∩R = mR). An algebraic proof of this is given in [6, Lemma 4.2]. Letting
y1, . . . , yd be a regular system of parameters in S, we define a valuation ν dominating S
by prescribing that ν(yi) = λi for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, where λi ∈ R are linearly independent over
the field Q of rational numbers and satisfy λi ≥ 1 for all i. Let Vν be the valuation ring
of ν and for λ ∈ R≥0, let
Kλ = {f ∈ QF(R) | ν(f) ≥ λ}
and
K+λ = {f ∈ QF(R) | ν(f) > λ}
which are ideals in Vν . Let k = R/mR.
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There exists c ∈ Z+ such that mcR ⊂ I1, so that mncR ⊂ In for all n. By equation (10)
of [3] or equation (31) of [5], there exists β ∈ Z+ such that
(7) Kβn ∩R ⊂ mncR ⊂ In
for all n.
Theorem 2.2. [5, Theorem 5.6] The positive integer u = [S/mS : R/mR] is such that
lim
n→∞
ℓR(R/In)
nd
= u(vol(∆(Γˆ))− vol(∆(Γ))
where
Γ = {(n1, . . . , nd, i) ∈ Nd+1 | dimk Ii ∩Kn1λ1+···+ndλd
Ii ∩K+n1λ1+···+ndλd
> 0 and n1 + · · ·+ nd ≤ βi}
and
Γˆ = {(n1, . . . , nd, i) ∈ Nd+1 | dimk R ∩Kn1λ1+···+ndλd
R ∩K+n1λ1+···+ndλd
> 0 and n1 + · · ·+ nd ≤ βi}.
The sets ∆(Γ) and ∆(Γˆ) are the closed convex bodies (the Newton-Okounkov bodies)
associated to the semigroups Γ and Γˆ as explained in [3], [4] and [5]. That is, ∆(Γ) is the
intersection of the closed cone in Rd+1 generated by the semigroup Γ with Rd × {1} and
∆(Γˆ) is the intersection of the closed cone in Rd+1 generated by the semigroup Γˆ with
Rd × {1}.
By the natural identification of Rd × {1} with Rd, we will regard ∆(Γ) and ∆(Γˆ) as
convex bodies in Rd.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that 0 ∈ ∆(Γ). Then ∆(Γ) = ∆(Γˆ).
Proof. We have that ∆(Γˆ) is the closure of the set{(m1
i
, . . . ,
md
i
)
| (m1, . . . ,md, i) ∈ Γˆ
}
and ∆(Γ) is the closure of the set{(m1
i
, . . . ,
md
i
)
| (m1, . . . ,md, i) ∈ Γ
}
.
Since ∆(Γ) ⊂ ∆(Γˆ) we must show that if (m1, . . . ,md,m) ∈ Γˆ and ε > 0, then there exists
(n1, . . . , nd, n) ∈ Γ such that∣∣∣∣∣∣(n1
n
, . . . ,
nd
n
)
−
(m1
m
, . . . ,
md
m
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ < ε.
Given (m1, . . . ,md,m) ∈ Γˆ, there exists f ∈ R such that ν(f) = m1λ1 + · · · +mdλd and
m1 + · · · +md ≤ βm.
First suppose that m1 + · · ·+md = βm. Then
m1λ1 + · · ·+mdλd ≥ m1 + · · ·+md = βm
implies f ∈ Im by (7) so (m1, . . . ,md,m) ∈ Γ.
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Now suppose thatm1λ1+· · ·+mdλd < βm. Since by assumption, 0 ∈ ∆(Γ), given ε > 0,
there exists n > 0 and g ∈ In such that ν(g) = n1λ1 + · · ·+ ndλd with n1 + · · ·+ nd ≤ βn
and ∣∣∣∣∣∣(n1
n
, . . . ,
nd
n
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ < ε.
We can assume that ε is sufficiently small so that
(8)
n1 + · · · + nd
n
< β − m1 + · · · +md
m
.
We have that fngm ∈ Imn with
ν(fngm) = nν(f) +mν(g) = (nm1 +mn1)λ1 + · · · + (nmd +mnd)λd.
By (8), we have that
m1 + · · · +md
m
+
n1 + · · ·+ nd
n
< β
which implies
(nm1 +mn1) + · · ·+ (nmd +mnd) = n(m1 + · · ·+md) +m(n1 + · · ·+ nd) < mnβ.
Thus (
nm1 +mn1
mn
, . . . ,
nmd +mnd
mn
)
∈ ∆(Γ)
and ∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
(
nm1 +mn1
mn
, . . . ,
nmd +mnd
mn
)
−
(m1
m
, . . . ,
md
m
)∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣
∣∣∣(n1
n
, . . . ,
nd
n
)∣∣∣
∣∣∣ < ε
so
(
m1
m , . . . ,
md
m
)
is in the closure of ∆(Γ) and thus is in ∆(Γ).

Lemma 2.4. Suppose that
lim
n→∞
ℓR(R/In)
nd
6= 0.
Then there exists b ∈ Z+ and β as in the equation (7) such that
(9) Iibβ ⊂ miR
for all i ∈ Z+.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, vol(∆(Γ)) < vol(∆(Γˆ)) which implies 0 6∈ ∆(Γ) by Proposition
2.3.
Since ∆(Γ) is closed, there exists ε > 0 such that the open ball Bε(0) of radius ε centered
at 0 in Rd is disjoint from ∆(Γ).
For c ∈ Q+, let Tc be the simplex
Tc = {(a1, . . . , ad) ∈ Rd | ai ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d and a1 + · · ·+ ad ≤ c}.
Since Bε(0)∩∆(Γ) = ∅, there exists c ∈ Q+ such that Tc∩∆(Γ) = ∅. Thus n1+· · ·+nd > ci
for all (n1, . . . , nd, i) ∈ Γ. We can choose c sufficiently small so that c < β.
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Suppose f ∈ Ii and ν(f) = n1λ1+· · ·+ndλd. If n1+· · ·+nd < βi, then (n1, . . . , nd, i) ∈ Γ
which implies
ic < n1 + · · · + nd ≤ λ1n1 + · · · + λdnd = ν(f)
so that f ∈ Kic ∩R. If n1 + · · · + nd ≥ βi, then f ∈ Kic ∩R since β ≥ c. Thus
(10) Ii ⊂ Kic ∩R.
Write c = ab with a, b ∈ Z+. Then by (7),
(11) Iibβ ⊂ Kibβc ∩R = Kiaβ ∩R ⊂ miacR ⊂ miR
for all i. 
3. Positivity of mixed mutiplicities
In this section, we will prove proposition 1.3, theorem 1.4 and its corollary 1.5. The
proof of the general criterion 1.6 will be proved in section 5. We also give an example in
this section to show that the mixed multiplicities of filtrations can be zero even if all the
ordinary multiplicities involved are positive in an analytically reducible local ring.
3.1. Proof of Proposition 1.3. Let Ia(j) be the a-th truncated filtration of I(j). By
[6, Proposition 6.2],
lim
a→∞ eR(Ia(1)
[d1], . . . ,Ia(r)[dr];M) = eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr];M)
for all d1, . . . , dr with d1+ · · ·+dr = d. Further, since the Ia(j) are Noetherian filtrations,
by [6, Lemma 3.3] each eR(Ia(1)[d1], . . . ,Ia(r)[dr ];M) is a positive constant times a mixed
multiplicity eR(J
[d1]
1 , . . . , J
[dr ]
r ;M) of a set of mR-primary ideals J1, . . . , Jr (which depend
on a). This mixed multiplicity is nonnegative by [23] or [22, Corollary 17.4.7].
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1.4. Since
ℓR(R/I(1)n1 · · · I(1)nr ) = ℓRˆ(Rˆ/I(1)n1 · · · I(1)nr Rˆ)
for n1, . . . , nr ∈ N, we may assume that R is a complete domain.
By [6, Lemma 3.3], we have equality of mixed multiplicities
(12) eR(I(1)[d1]t , . . . ,I(r)[dr]t ;R) =
1
sdt
eR((I(1)t,st)
[d1], . . . , (I(r)t,st)
[dr ];R)
where st is such that I(j)t,sti = (I(j)t,st)
i for all i > 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ r. By (9), there exists
b ∈ N such that I(j)ibβ ⊂ miR for 1 ≤ j ≤ r and i ∈ Z+. Thus
(13) I(j)t,sti ⊂ I(j)sti ⊂ m
i
st
bβ
R for all i and j
if st is chosen to be a multiple of bβ. Thus
eR((I(1)t,st)
[d1], . . . , (I(r)t,st)
[dr ];R) ≥ eR((mR)
st
bβ )[d1], . . . , (m
st
bβ
R )
[dr ];R)
= (st)
d
(bβ)d
eR(m
[d1]
R , . . . ,m
[dr ]
R ;R)
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for all t and d1, . . . , dr ∈ N with d1+ · · ·+ dr = d by the inequality of mixed multiplicities
of mR-primary ideals of [22, Lemma 17.5.3] or [8, Lemma 14, page 8], so
eR(I(1)[d1]t , . . . ,I(r)[dr]t ;R) ≥
1
(bβ)d
eR(m
[d1]
R , . . . ,m
[dr ]
R ;R)
for all t, d1, . . . , dr ∈ N with d1 + · · ·+ dr = d by (12). Thus
eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr];R) = lim
t→∞ eR(I(1)
[d1]
t , . . . ,I(r)[dr]t ;R) ≥
1
(bβ)d
eR(m
[d1]
R , . . . ,m
[dr ]
R ;R)
for all d1, . . . , dr with d1 + · · · + dr = d by [6, Proposition 6.2]. Finally, we observe that
each mixed multiplicity eR(m
[d1]
R , . . . ,m
[dr ]
R ;R) is the ordinary multiplicity eR(mR;R) of
R, and hence is positive.
3.3. Proof of Corollary 1.5. By [6, Theorem 6.8], for any d1, . . . , dr ∈ N with d1+ · · ·+
dr = d,
eR(I(1)[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr ];M) = eRˆ((I(1)Rˆ)[d1], . . . , (I(r)Rˆ)[dr ]; Mˆ)
=
∑
ℓRˆP (MˆP )eRˆ/P ((I(1)Rˆ/P )[d1], . . . , (I(r)Rˆ/P )[dr ]; Rˆ/P )
where the sum is over the minimal primes P of Rˆ such that dim Rˆ/P = d and I(j)Rˆ/P =
{I(j)iRˆ/P}. The corollary now follows from Theorem 1.4.
3.4. Construction of an example.
Example 3.1. There exists a two-dimensional excellent local domain R and filtrations I
and J of R by mR-primary ideals such that eR(I [2];R) = eR(I;R) > 0, eR(J [2];R) =
eR(J ;R) > 0, but the mixed multiplicity eR(I [1],J [1];R) = 0.
Proof. Let R = C[x, y, z](x,y,z)/(y
2 − x2(x + 1)), which is a two dimensional excellent
domain. The minimal primes of the mR-adic completion of R are P1 = (y−x
√
x+ 1) and
P2 = (y + x
√
x+ 1). Let R1 = Rˆ/(y − x
√
x+ 1) ∼= C[[x, z]] and R2 = Rˆ/(y + x
√
x+ 1) ∼=
C[[x, z]]. By [3, Lemma 5.1], if I = {In} is a graded family of mR-primary ideals, then
(14) lim
n→∞
ℓR(R/In)
n2
= lim
n→∞
ℓRˆ(Rˆ/InRˆ)
n2
= lim
n→∞
ℓR1(R1/InR1)
n2
+ lim
n→∞
ℓR2(R2/InR2)
n2
.
We have the expansion
x
√
x+ 1 = a1x+ a2x
2 + a3x
3 + · · ·
where
an+1 =
(−1)n−1(2n − 3)!
22n−2n!(n− 2)! .
Define filtrations of mR-primary ideals by I = {In} with
In = (y − a1x− a2x2 − · · · − an−1xn−1) +mnR
and J = {Jn} with
Jn = (y + a1x+ a2x
2 + · · ·+ an−1xn−1) +mnR.
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We have that
InR1 = m
n
R1 , InR2 = (x) +m
n
R2 , JnR1 = (x) +m
n
R1 , JnR2 = m
n
R2
for n ≥ 1, so that
InJnR1 = xm
n
R1 +m
2n
R1 .
The set of all monomials in xizj with i+ j ≤ n and the n− 1 monomials zn+1, . . . , z2n−1
is thus a C-basis of R1/InJnR1. Further,
InJnR2 = xm
n
R2 +m
2n
R2 ,
so the set of all monomials in xizj with i+ j ≤ n and the n−1 monomials zn+1, . . . , z2n−1
is also a C-basis of R2/InJnR2.
Thus
lim
n→∞
ℓR1(R1/InR1)
n2
=
1
2
, lim
n→∞
ℓR2(R2/InR2)
n2
= 0,
lim
n→∞
ℓR1(R1/JnR1)
n2
= 0, lim
n→∞
ℓR2(R2/JnR2)
n2
=
1
2
,
lim
n→∞
ℓR1(R1/InJnR1)
n2
=
1
2
, lim
n→∞
ℓR2(R2/InJnR2)
n2
=
1
2
.
Thus by (14), eR(I [2];R) = eR(I;R) = 1 and eR(J [2];R) = eR(J ;R) = 1.
Further, we have by (14) that limn→∞
ℓR(R/InJn)
n2
= 1. Now, from [6, Theorem 6.6], we
calculate
1 = limn→∞
ℓR(R/InJn)
n2
= eR(I
[2];R)
2 + eR(I [1],J [1];R) + eR(J
[2];R)
2
= 1 + eR(I [1],J [1];R)
and conclude that eR(I [1],J [1];R) = 0. 
4. Minkowski sums of Okounkov bodies
We continue in this section with the notation of Section 2. In particular, we assume
that R is a complete Noetherian local domain. Let I(1) = {I(1)n}, . . . ,I(r) = {I(r)n} be
filtrations of R by mR-primary ideals. For all (σ1, . . . , σr) ∈ Nr, define semigroups
(15)
Γ(σ1,...,σr) = {(n1, . . . , nd, i) ∈ Nd+1 |
dimk I(1)iσ1 · · · I(r)iσr ∩Kn1λ1+···+ndλd/I(1)iσ1 · · · I(r)iσr ∩K+n1λ1+···+ndλd > 0
and n1 + · · · + nd ≤ βi},
where β is chosen so that (7) holds for In = I(a)nσ1 · · · I(r)nσr . With the notation of
Section 2, we have that Γˆ = Γ(0,...,0).
Lemma 4.1. Suppose (σ1, . . . , σr), (τ1, . . . , τr) ∈ Nr are such that
∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)) ⊂ ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))
(with β ≫ 0 in (15)) and
vol(∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr))) = vol(∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))).
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Then
∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)) = ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)).
Proof. Suppose ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)) 6= ∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)). Then there exists
p ∈ ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)) \∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)).
Since ∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)) is closed in R
d, there exists an epsilon ball Bε(p) centered at p in R
d
such that Bε(p) ∩∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)) = ∅. Now ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)) has positive volume (since β ≫ 0)
so there exist w1, . . . , wd ∈ ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)) such that v1 = w1 − p, . . . , vd = wd − p is a real
basis of Rd. Since ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)) is convex, there exists δ > 0 such that letting W be the
hypercube
W = {p+ α1v1 + · · · + αdvd | 0 ≤ αi ≤ δ for 1 ≤ i ≤ d},
we have that
W ⊂ ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)) ∩Bε(p).
But then
vol(∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)))− vol(∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr))) ≥ vol(W ) > 0,
a contradiction. Thus
∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)) = ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)).

Let HF be the half space
HF = {(a1, . . . , ad) ∈ Rd | a1 + · · ·+ ad ≤ β}.
Lemma 4.2. For (σ1, . . . , σr), (τ1, . . . , τr) ∈ Nr (with β ≫ 0 in (15)) we have that[
∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)) + ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))
] ∩HF ⊂ ∆(Γ(σ1+τ1,...,σr+τr))
where ∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr))+∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)) is the Minkowski sum of ∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)) and ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)).
Proof. The set
[
∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)) + ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))
] ∩HF is the closure of the set of points
(m1
i
, . . . ,
md
i
)
+
(
n1
j
, . . . ,
nd
j
)
such that (m1, . . . ,md, i) ∈ Γ(σ1,...,σr), (n1, . . . , nd, j) ∈ Γ(τ1,...,τr) and
(16)
jm1 + in1
ij
+ · · · + jmd + ind
ij
≤ β.
It thus suffices to show that if (m1, . . . ,md, i) ∈ Γ(σ1,...,σr) and (n1, . . . , nd, j) ∈ Γ(τ1,...,τr)
satisfy (16), then
(m1
i
, . . . ,
md
i
)
+
(
n1
j
, . . . ,
nd
j
)
∈ ∆(Γ(σ1+τ1,...,σr+τr)).
Assume (m1, . . . ,md, i) and (n1, . . . , nd, j) satisfy these conditions. Then there exists
f ∈ I(1)iσ1 · · · I(r)iσr such that ν(f) = m1λ1 + · · · +mdλd with m1 + · · · +md ≤ iβ and
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there exists g ∈ I(1)jτ1 · · · I(r)jτr such that ν(g) = n1λ1+· · ·+ndλd with n1+· · ·+nd ≤ jβ.
Then
f jgi ∈ I(1)ji(σ1+τ1) · · · I(r)ji(σr+τr)
with ν(f jgi) = λ1(jm1+in1)+· · ·+λd(jmd+ind) and (jm1+in1)+· · ·+(jmd+ind) ≤ ijβ
by (16). Thus (m1
i
, . . . ,
md
i
)
+
(
n1
j
, . . . ,
nd
j
)
∈ ∆(Γ(σ1+τ1,...,σr+τr)).

Proposition 4.3. Suppose that (σ1, . . . , σr), (τ1, . . . , τr) ∈ Nr (with β ≫ 0 in (15)) and
∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)) = ∆(Γ(0,...,0)). Then ∆(Γ(σ1+τ1,...,σr+τr)) = ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)).
Proof. By Lemma 4.2,[
∆(Γ(0,...,0)) + ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))
] ∩HF ⊂ ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)).
Now since 0 ∈ ∆(Γ(0,...,0)), we have
∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)) ⊂
[
∆(Γ(0,...,0)) + ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))
] ∩HF.
Thus
∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)) ⊂
[
∆(Γ(σ1,...,σr)) + ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))
] ∩HF
and so
(17) ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr)) ⊂ ∆(Γ(σ1+τ1,...,σr+τr))
by Lemma 4.2. Thus
vol(∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))) ≤ vol(∆(Γ(σ1+τ1,...,σr+τr)))
and so
vol(∆(Γ(0,...,0)))− vol(∆(Γ(σ1+τ1,...,σr+τr))) ≤ vol(∆(Γ(0,...,0)))− vol(∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))).
Thus by Theorem 2.2,
(18) lim
t→∞
ℓR(R/I(1)t(σ1+τ1) · · · I(r)t(σr+τr))
td
≤ lim
t→∞
ℓR(R/I(1)tτ1 · · · I(r)tτr )
td
.
Now for all t ∈ Z+, there are natural surjections
R/I(1)t(σ1+τ1) · · · I(r)t(σr+τr) → R/I(1)tτ1 · · · I(r)tτr
which implies
(19) lim
t→∞
ℓR(R/I(1)tτ1 · · · I(r)tτr )
td
≤ lim
t→∞
ℓR(R/I(1)t(σ1+τ1) · · · I(r)t(σr+τr))
td
.
Thus
lim
t→∞
ℓR(R/I(1)t(σ1+τ1) · · · I(r)t(σr+τr))
td
= lim
t→∞
ℓR(R/I(1)tτ1 · · · I(r)tτr )
td
by (18) and (19). By Theorem 2.2, we have that
vol(∆(Γ(σ1+τ1,...,σr+τr))) = vol(∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))),
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and so
∆(Γ(σ1+τ1,...,σr+τr)) = ∆(Γ(τ1,...,τr))
by (17) and Lemma 4.1. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.6
Since ℓR(M/I(1)n1 · · · I(r)nrM) = ℓRˆ(Mˆ/I(1)n1 · · · I(r)nrMˆ) for all n1, . . . , nr ∈ Nr,
we may assume that R is a complete domain. By [6, Theorem 6.8] we may assume that
M = R.
The assumption eR(I(j);R) = 0 for j > s implies (taking β ≫ 0 in (15)) by Theorem
2.2 and Lemma 4.1 that
∆(Γ(0,...,0,1,0,...,0)) = ∆(Γ(0,...,0))
whenever the 1 is in a position greater than s.
By Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 2.2, we have that
(20) lim
t→∞
ℓR(R/I(1)tn1 · · · I(r)tnr )
td
= lim
t→∞
ℓR(R/I(1)tn1 · · · I(s)tns)
td
for all (n1, . . . , nr) ∈ Nr. The function
G(n1, . . . , nr) = lim
t→∞
ℓR(R/I(1)tn1 · · · I(r)tnr )
td
is a homogeneous polynomial in n1, . . . , nr of total degree d by [6, Theorem 6.6] (recalled
in (2) of this paper). The mixed multiplicities are defined from this polynomial by the
writing
(21) G(n1, . . . , nr) =
∑
d1+···+dr=d
1
d1! · · · dr!eR(I(1)
[d1], . . . ,I(r)[dr ];R)nd11 · · ·ndrr .
By (20), we have that G does not depend on ns+1, . . . , nr so that (5) holds.
Equation (6) follows from [6, Proposition 6.5] and Theorem 1.4.
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